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Band Camp Work and Play On Assembly Program; Adequate Facilities For Women Added

FRANK MASON Speaks of Reputation Enjoyed By School; Nelson Watson and Mario Schenando are the Student Speakers on Program; Some Interesting Band Numbers

CHAMBER MUSIC TUESDAY NIGHT ACADEMIC

The faculty string quartet directed by William Coad, first violin, Lynn Bogart, viola, and Roscoe L. Miller, cello, was presented in its initial recital last Tuesday evening in the Little Theatre.

A well-advanced sized audience listened to a superb performance of three well-known works, the Haydn Quartet in G, No. 12 and the Mozart Quartet in G, No. 12 and the Beethoven Quartet in C minor.

An encore, Tango (Manzi quartet), was given by Principal Miller.

The highest standard maintained throughout the program is impossible to name any of the works as outstanding. In this quartet rendition the same art is brought to bear on the work, and the composition stands as a whole.

Miss Coad's unclouded ability was always in evidence.

The second and third numbers, Bogart and Cowell were always musically and technically perfect. The tone quality was exceptionally well balanced, and the interpretations were invariably good and in good taste.

A multitude of listeners have expressed their appreciation.

WEEK'S EVENTS PROMISE TO BE UNUSUAL

Friday and Saturday, March 6, a three-act mystery comedy by A. A. Millar, "The Little Theatre," at 8:15 p.m. Sunday.

Monday, March 9; Little Theatre At 7:30. The junior class play, "The Secret Garden," presented by Miss Jane MacPhail for the tasteful play and the general success of the show.

AMADOR PLAYERS PLAN TO OFFER CLASSICAL MUSIC

Bereavely began Monday on the production "Evertonian," an old English comedy translated into modern English, which will be presented as part of the junior dining hall in November and December. The cast made up entirely of students, is as follows: Miss Charleston, Miss Kehoe, Miss E. C. Gillian, Miss Gage, Miss Pauline Fenwick, Lifton,. J. F. B. 

The reader occupied was well represented by the character who appeared in the Hollywood production. This was partly done by the part of Mr. T. G. Manolet, Mrs. Van Dyke, Mr. V. G. Arwood, and Miss E. C. Gillian, and was very successful. The reading was done by the Miss Manolet.

The music was played in the programme, and the orchestra played in the programme, and the orchestra played by the Miss Manolet. Miss E. C. Gillian, Miss M. D. MacPhail, Miss V. D. Manolet, and Miss E. C. Gillian, all of the Ithaca College, were present.

NUMBERS SHOW INCREASE OVER PREVIOUS FRESHMAN DANCE

The interpretation given by Miss Marian Beck to Somers' famous "Fascination." The tone was more realistic than that in the motion picture production, and the method of speech delivery was more realistic than that in the motion picture production.

The reader obtained a perfect score for the tasteful play and the general success of the show.

A MADRAS PLAYERS PLAN TO OFFER CLASSIC MUSIC

"Evertonian" began Monday on the production "Evertonian," an old English comedy translated into modern English, which will be presented as part of the junior dining hall in November and December. The cast made up entirely of students, is as follows: Miss Charleston, Miss Kehoe, Miss E. C. Gillian, Miss Gage, Miss Pauline Fenwick, Lifton, J. F. B.

The reader occupied was well represented by the character who appeared in the Hollywood production. This was partly done by the part of Mr. T. G. Manolet, Mrs. Van Dyke, Mr. V. G. Arwood, and Miss E. C. Gillian, and was very successful. The reading was done by the Miss Manolet.

The music was played in the programme, and the orchestra played in the programme, and the orchestra played by the Miss Manolet. Miss E. C. Gillian, Miss M. D. MacPhail, Miss V. D. Manolet, and Miss E. C. Gillian, all of the Ithaca College, were present.

MASONIC DANCE WAS ATTENDED BY I. C. M. JUNIORS

The dancer hall in the Masonic Temple on Saturday night was pandemonium and all the Masons' and the Masons' wives' and the Masons' guests were very happy. The place was full of Masons and the Masons' wives and the Masons' guests.

Tickets indicate that the Masonic dance will be entirely successful in its purpose of welcoming the Masons' guests and all the Masons' guests who are not Masons.

CAYUGAN STAFF SEND NOTICES ABOUT HAVING

A notice concerning snapshots of graduating seniors has been placed in the hands of every student on the staff of the Cayugan. Please cooperate with the staff of the Cayugan for this purpose, and please have the Cayugan snap the snapshots on the following Wednesday, March 9.

FRESH DISCUSSION CAP RULES AND ATTENDANCE

A meeting of the freshman class will be held in the Little Theatre on this Thursday evening. A fresh dance was given by Mrs. Watson; Miss Willard; Miss Adamus and Miss Milne. Little Theatre, and Miss Vincent and Miss Beaver.

Two musical numbers were given on the piano. Miss Adamus and Miss Milne. Little Theatre, and Miss Vincent and Miss Beaver.
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DAM T ZEL NICELLE MELBA

With the death of Dame Nellie Melba one of the greatest lyric-coloratura voices of all time has been stilled. There is room in our hearts to express our happiness to know that she was ready to pass, that she was made ready by a life of unceasing study and practice. She was no longer capable of giving the world the music which she was so fond of giving. But we will remember her. For her voice was one of the most beautiful in the world. She was a great artist, a great woman, a great stateswoman. She was a true daughter of the Fatherland.

DAME NELLIE MELBA

"Before Breakfast"

Weekly Ithaca Feature
By Mrs. LENTH".

LEFT OVERS

There is no other pleasure in the world comparable to listening to the stories of an "old timer." Being a farmer, a sea dog, politician, or whatnot, he is inevitably to him, a panorama of beautiful stories from which he can sift the facts and truths out. It is but a short step from this to the stage, and the stage is but a short step from the world of the theater.

Iona GUMMELI

SENIOR DANCE DISCUSSED AT CLASS MEETING

The junior class held a very successful meeting last Thursday in Room 12, at which many terms of interest and importance were discussed. Among them were the outlines plans for the senior ball, which will be taken up in de tail at a meeting to be held next week. Another subject for discussion was the adoption of the Ithacan concerning the scholarship to be given a junior.

JUVENILES WILL OFFER PROGRAM OF PLAYS SOON

Maryjo Rockwood, director of the juvenile dramatic department, is working with her groups on the following plays: Pericles, A Merchant of Venice, Babes in Arms, and The Country Girl. The groups are making good progress, and the final performances will be given in early May.

MAKE YOUR SNAPSHOTS TELL A STORY THEY ALONE CAN TELL

A Photo Folio Done It, . . .
An illustrated story of Ithaca.
For your friends.

U. E. W. & W. E. D. District Agents

NORTHERN INTERMURAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
324 E. State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

We invite your
BANKING BUSINESS

First National Bank of Ithaca

Two houses on Senate Streets

Chas. H. Brooks

Duchess, Watches, Jewelry
Cut Glass, Silverware, Etc.
Dealer in Sterling Silver

BROOKS BLOCK
152 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

"DENNISMICS"

Conservative Students
Care the Ithacan

Dear Friends:

May we have a moment of your time to discuss something of real interest to you?

January 1911 was the death of the Senior Class of 1930 considered unanimously worst while something that scores of students of I. C. M. have lived very naturally. Something that will bring you peace of mind for years to come.

If you are in the linen business, be careful of your linen. The Ithaca Trust Company has overcome its obstacles in his path, not that there were no hindrances to his way, but that he laid down and quit.

I like that quotation from a letter from his salesman to a salesman of friend. It will fit salesmen, professional folks like singers, or band students, or phony, or clothing merchants like myself.

In times like this it's easy to let down the bars and trail along with the crowd to cheaper merchandise by works and workmanship—to kind of quit if the strike gets too hard.

But there's one thing you can bank on that is that, Red cloth clothes will keep up to the higher standards they've always reached. Yes, the price is lower—but the quality is higher.

Ithaca Trust Company
110 N. Tioga St.
Capital surplus, undivided profits $900,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
Every Banking Facility

ATWATER'S

We always have a varied assortment of FRESH FRUIT
Buy some for your room.

Special baskets of fruit on order

"THE PERFECT ALIBI"
A Jute Mystery by A. A. Milne
Will be Presented By
The Little Theatre Players
Friday and Saturday—March 6-7
In Little Theatre

This is one of the most unusual plays written. The audience sees a crime committed and then sees the two lovers discover the flaw that Scotland Yard had overlooked.

DIRECTION BY MR. EISNER
Tickets Now On Sale—Student Rate $2.50

Mu Phi Epsilon
Presents
Mme. Freya Faber
DUTCH LUTIST
in
A COSTUME RECITAL
Little Theatre—Wed. March 11-3:45 P. M.
ADMISSION 10c
Tickets exchanged at Front Office for Reserved Seats

TONIGHT
University Theatre, Willard Straight Hall

The Roth String Quartet of Buda-pest

A few good seats are still available

UNIVERSITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT
320 Wait Avenue Phone 2269
Many of the brothers of Phi Epsilon Kappa have seen the motion picture Dopey, and think strange things and doings have been happening at our house.

It is not surprising to hear.anything about strange groans and sounds coming from the direction of our house. It is strange that Bert Allen has taken the picture too seriously because every night before he goes to bed he sends Vogt an emergency message: "All is well - stay at home." All is not well at home. Allen Vogt is quite pleased over the mysterious disappearance of a valuable “personal article” of his. This past week many of the members of the fraternity have been visiting Allen Vogt’s home. It is quite amusing to see the consternation on the members’ faces when Allen Vogt tells them that he has a “corking” band.

Many of us note with pleasure the announcement made by the Ithaca and Dimon regarding the policy of next year. This is an excellent idea, but we hope that the students of the affiliated schools will appreciate the real benefit that this move is bringing about. We of the band and orchestra are very much interested, and, therefore, we hope to improve our playing and give the world a glimpse of our great conductors. We are not equipped to teach instrumental harmony. With that thought in mind, we have been working hard on a new piece. Let us guarantee you that the group standing for the ultimate criticism of any person toward any is finished. The Sigma’s are going to give a deepening touch at last and every one is thrilled to death about it and hopes to be the first to step on the porch.

More news. We have a letter from Dottie Wagner telling us of her success in her teaching in New Jersey. It seems that there is a cost every year there among the private schools in the town that the schools who win or are judged the best schools in their school. Well, this is the second set in succession that the Sigma’s have won over those of other music teachers and the superintendents. This shows the real work Dot has done during her two years teaching. Good work, Dot. Keep it up.

Maurice Whitney has forsaken that noble investment in Paris for many years, he is living in the state department where he is occupied in September. It is a splendid opportunity for him. We are happy to note that nine members of Iota Pi Alpha will be up there next Friday evening, the members of the group being: Allean Johnson, when approached with the idea, was just bubbling with ideas. Well, you should have seen some of them, or one of them. The room from my standpoint was a real success, because one never knew how we would have enjoyed the week-end.

That same week many of us felt much fame. After study­ ing in Paris for many years, he is living in the state department where he is occupied in September. It is a splendid opportunity for him. We are happy to note that nine members of Iota Pi Alpha will be up there next Friday evening, the members of the group being: Allean Johnson, when approached with the idea, was just bubbling with ideas. Well, you should have seen some of them, or one of them. The room from my standpoint was a real success, because one never knew how we would have enjoyed the week-end. We are very glad to know that Epsilon has started the development of the present paper now called the Monarch of the Gorge.

First I suppose, Iota chapter wishes to extend heartfelt thanks to the Ithaca and Dimon for a bonfire to which so many brothers attended and for the success Vogt had with his home. Later, however, we go to the club house or home of the brothers of Iota chapter.

Junior Long and Donald Ellinwood have formed a partnership in furniture in breaking and are rather successful in their business. If they keep up the pace that they have set, they will be financially rehabilitated by the end of the year, because they have to pay for the furniture they buy.

The Nextouss twins are greatly efficient radio dial listeners. They tell us that Turkey-neck Pete still has the monopoly on the signal. The other might be called a girl in the vicinity of the music department, and spoke for only thirty-five minutes.

We all express our pleasure in having Huntington back with us.

Now that I am going to write again, let me say that I miss you. I’ll see what Iota chapter has to announce this week.

Kappa Gamma phi will be giving a concert on April 15th. It is being given to raise money for a new organ. It is not to be missed.

When I think of all the beautiful things that surround us, I find that there is something so delightful in the spring weather, wear the runabout. Spring! And there’s something so desirable in the spring weather, wear the runabout.

The T-Strap, a fetching sandal that’s fashionable of black kid, trimmed with gray stitching. Smart slip heel.

The Oxford, a smart and comfortable four eyelet tie for shopping. Black kid with gray lizard. Spite heel.

The Pump, a stunning sandal pump of stunning black kid effectively trimmed with gray splice.

The Monarch Restaurant

Tasty Food

Excellent Service

Cleanliness

204 E. State Street

We serve cream with our coffee

Incorporated 1888

Ithaca Savings Bank

136 East State Street

Ithaca, N.Y.

£0.00

Puts Spring In Your Step at Rothschild’s

Looking ahead, these spirited new Grenade shoes! Here it is only the 26th of February and already they’re ready for the conquering of another Spring! And there’s something to fundamentally right about all Grenade styles that season they’re “best-sellers” — but can you wonder when models like these tempt you into early buying?
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A number of the girls from Newman Hall attended the play "Elia- in G" Con- To Stew which was given in the Little Theatre last Fri

BAND PROGRAM A FEATUE exclusive from page one

Mrs. Watson then introduced Mr. Mason, the cultural teacher at camp, by saying, "I think every one will agree that it is most unusual for students to attend a class they are not taking and do not have an option of sitting in.

Mr. Mason said that the Sa- guenius people were pleasantly surprised by the presence of the band at the camp and that it had proved to them. 'Let me tell you something about the location of Saguene,' he said. "It is about fifteen miles from Kington, a lit- tle town of historical interest during the British-American war. A short way from Kington is the little town of Saguene. To which the students of Kington filed on a tour. Eight miles from Saguene in the direction of the Kington, Saguene itself is the gateway to the Carillons. I believe that this little range of mountains, which has an altitude of 1200 to 2000 feet, is the most beautiful of all the mountains in the East Overlook, which is not the highest but one at the highest peaks of the Carillons, can get one of the greatest views in the world. It is said that one can see seventy-five miles from the Hudson river at this point. The camp itself is beautifully situated on a shelf of land from which one can look east to the Hudson river and west to Overlook." "There is one phase of camp life that the boys have not spoken of that I should like to mention," con- tinued Mr. Mason. "The advantage of living in the open, the physical activity, the quiet (if one can imagine quiet in a camp), the undisturbed chance to study, the advantages of small classes, and the wonderful oppor- tunity to make new friends. I should like to quote for you a poem by Henry Van Dyke with which many of you are familiar and which I think outlines all that is necessary in philosophy to make a man not only successful but satis- factory to himself."

The Little Shop Around The Corner 118 N. Aurora St.

The Little Shop Around The Corner 118 N. Aurora St.

To supply you with everything musical promptly and efficiently. We think we can do it.

Hickey’s Lyceum Music Store 105-11 S. Cayuga St.

MUSIC

... that’s our job

To supply you with everything musical promptly and efficiently. We think we can do it.

Hickey’s Lyceum Music Store 105-11 S. Cayuga St.

thirteen and twelve points respectiv- ely. In preliminary games the Ithaca franglish defeated Free- ville high, 23-12, in a very con- siderable contest.

The second of the series with R. B. L. was played at Rochester. The final score was 32-23. The pace was well played and interest- ing to watch. Hickey was high man for Ithaca with four field goals. Hanna accounted for fourteen points for R. B. L.

HERE ARE YOUR ANSWER

1. The Royce theatre in New York city.
2. Tusciani, who calls in April, 3-800 American schools.
4. The Keyses, a fifty-page magazine which was issued four times a year.
5. The Hudson river will be the horn of the "The Thespis," which will accommodate an audience of 1200. It will carry on an orchestra and complete theatrical equipment. Broadway stars will be featured.

Corner Bookstore

Established 1911

Books, General and Text Books

Engraving and Fine Paper

Conservatory and Physical Education

Paper Goods

Stationery and Supplies

Linen Note Books

RICHFIELD

Come in and

Get Acquainted

NEW PRICES IN FORCE

The Station Where Your Business Is Appreciated

Gordon’s Gas Station

Fulton & W. Buffalo Sts.

BULL’S SHOE STORE

102 EAST STATE—Cayuga

For the latest in

Footwear

Jewelry

lovely, new, inexpensive...

Come in and see...

PRICES

Delicious, wholesome food is necessary to carry on studies efficiently.

"Where Better Apparel Can Last"" ROKCER’S

ROCKER’S

FASHION SHOP

Between Seasons Specials On Advance Spring Frock

DRESSES

$4.95 to $15.75

EVENING DRESSES

$14.50 to $29.50

JACKETS

Look just like fur. Egg shell and biege $9.75 up

A. B. Brooks & Son

Pharmacists

Prescriptions

MAX FACTORS

Famous Beauty Preparations

Conservatory and Physical Ed.

Luncheon 11:30 to 2:00

Dinner 5:30 to 7:30

Limited to a carte and other vari- eties of special daily extended. Facilities for acceptable handling of any social affair.

Mrs. K. ALBRIGHT

Hanna

Dial 2514

Army and Navy Store

"The Sport Shop"

Everything in Sport and Athletic Equipment and Apparel for Men and Women at Lowest Prices

Exclusive Agents for Spalding and Wilson Athletic Goods

If it’s Athletic Equipment We Have It

Army and Navy Store

"The Sport Shop"